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Abstract

Taking into consideration the limitations of recently published studies, the present study explores the diverse outcomes of HR practices (training being one of them). From a literature-based view, it was found that organisational training improves learning capability in employees if psychological association (the value held) persuades them not to leave the organisation. The relationship between training and organisational performance is explained by employees' performance as well as organisational learning. Findings from this study have practical implications for HR managers and training institutions, and theoretical implications for academics. The formation of intangible assets is a key source of sustainable competitive advantage even in environmental volatility.
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1. Introduction and Background

Training as a strategic investment is a key human resource practice in organisations. Its importance is identified by Marquardt et al. (2000), who highlight that employee training plays a strategic role in the financial success of US organisations which are now able to operate in the global economy. According to Breuer and Kampkotter (2013), the importance of training has evolved over time. Stredwick (2005) asserts that HR practices (including training) have become one of the key sources in improving employee performance in organisations. This is in line with Smith and Hayton (1999), who see training as a factor that develops employee performance. From a statistical analysis, Fpofu and Hlatywayo (2015) found that effective training and development programs improve employees' performance in an organisation, which, they believe, leads to enhanced organisational performance. Muhammad (2010) also highlights the importance of training programs in the context of competitive advantage. Overlooking training programs might decrease the lifetime of employees’ skills and knowledge, which affects organisational performance negatively. The present study believes that training programs contribute to the rarity and inimitability of human capital through the sharpening of existing skills and opportunities for learning new skills, which in turn lead to organisational performance (resource-based view). Using social learning theory, knowledge-based view, and the resource-based view of the firm, we attempt to conceptualise the diverse aspects of training outcomes that tend to be poorly understood in previous studies.

1.1 Rationale of the Study

Given its valuability, rarity, inimitability and non-substitutability, several researchers (e.g., Barney, 1991; Wright et al., 1994; Hatch and Dyer, 2004) identify human capital as the main source of competitive advantage for organisations. Training as a strategic investment in HR is a key source of improving employee performance (Fpofu & Hlatywayo, 2015;...
Smith & Hayton, 1999). Findings from MacDuffie and Kochan (1991) reveal that “firms with high level of strategic investment in training and development showed higher amount of productivity compared to firms with low level of such strategic investment”. However, the diversity of training outcomes is poorly understood in existing studies. Alfandi (2016), for example, recommends that “employee performance is not only explained by training and development” (383). Úbeda-García et al. (2013) propose that “the relationship between training and employee performance is not only the result of skills but also the value that they hold inside an organisation” (2855). To address these contemporary issues, we conceptualise a moderating mediating model based on three well-known theories. This integrative model is also an expansion of Dhar’s (2015) recommendation.

1.2 Parent Theories

The parent paradigms of this study come from the resource-based view, knowledge-based view, and social learning theory. Since human capital is the main source of competitive advantage in an organisation, we take into consideration the resource-based view (Barney, 1991). We consider the knowledge-based view since the creation and transfer of knowledge within organisations is key to their success (Grant, 1996a). The relevance of Bandura’s social learning theory is that when organisations train their employees, they tend to reciprocate in positive ways, which affects employees as well as organisational performance (as quoted in Nel et al., 2008).

2. Review of Literature and Hypothesis Development

2.1 Training

Quality manpower is the pivot of every human institution. Even in industrialised nations – where the use of robots, machines, and technology is at an advanced stage – manpower is still essential (Comma, 2008). Training, therefore, is the key to unlocking growth potential and development opportunities of an organisation. This is why organisations seek to train and develop their employees to the (Devi & Shaik, 2012).

Training becomes essential to organisations for them to achieve and sustain growth and development. Training is necessary to ensure an adequate supply of staff who are mentally, technically, and socially competent and capable of career development into specialist departments or managerial positions. Training needs to be viewed as an integral part of the process of total quality improvement and management. Beardwell and Holden (1993) point out that the importance of training in recent years has been heavily influenced by the intensification of competition and the relative success of organisations where investment in employee development is emphasised.

Training increases the level of individual and organisational competence. It helps to reconcile the gap between what should happen and what is happening – between desired standards and actual levels of work performance. Consistent with literature (Buckley and Capble, 1995) we operationalise training as the “process of enhancing/developing employees’ knowledge, skills, expertise, and capabilities so that they become more productive, for the purpose of carrying out organisational activities successfully”.

2.2 Training and Organisational Performance

Training must match organisational strategy (Lyles et al., 1993; Delery & Doty, 1996). A positive association between training and organisational performance was found in several studies (e.g., Javidan, 2004; House et al., 2004; Aycan, 2003). According to Heeters (2006), effective training programs are crucial to organisational survival and success in the long term. This is further supported by Naris and Ukpere (2009), who add that effective employee training programs improve employee performance, which in turn improves business performance. A similar association was found by Ahmad and Bakar (2003) in the context of Malaysia. Even though literature identifies a number of factors that affect organisational performance, the contribution of human resources is considered crucial (Bowra et al., 2011). Training improves the overall performance of an organisation (Aguinis and Kraiger, 2009). Aguinis and Kraiger (2009) operationalise organisational performance as profitability, effectiveness, productivity, etc. Organisational performance can be improved through training programs (AL-Damoe et al., 2012). The quality of employee performance is critical to the organisation’s financial performance (Alfandi, 2016; Elnaga and Imran, 2013).

H1: There is a relationship between training and organisational performance.
2.3 Employee Performance

Sonnentag and Frese (2002) define individual performance as a multidimensional construct measuring individual behaviour relevant to organisational goals. At the very basic level, Borman and Motowidlo (1993) differentiate between task performance and contextual performance. Task performance is the skills and abilities of an employee which directly (in the case of direct labour) and indirectly (in the case of indirect labour) contribute to the organisation's technical core. Contextual performance, on the other hand, contributes to the organisation's psychological environment (Sonnentag and Frese, 2002; Motowidlo and Schmit, 1999; Borman and Motowidlo, 1997).

Since employee performance is a multidimensional construct, we recommend the scale measure used by Alfandi (2016) for its measurement.

2.4 Training and Employee Performance

Training is a process by which the confidence level of employees, their knowledge, and skills are built-up towards an established goal. It is evident from literature (Ng, 2005) that employee training plays a significant role in their performance.

To improve employee performance, Muzaffar et al. (2012) propose the implementation of on-the-job training programs. It is important to have learning-oriented training programs on a continuing basis. Similarly, to improve the quality of work or employee performance, Delgado Ferraz and Gallardo-Vaqueq (2016) suggest that more specific training policies are required.

The relationship between training, job productivity, job satisfaction, and job effectiveness was investigated by Gummuseli and Ergin in their 2002 study. Afandi (2016) categorises the construct of employee performance into three dimensions: the quality of work, quantity of work, and speed of work. He then links training and development with each dimension. From a regression analysis, he finds that speed of work is highly affected by training and development programs. This is followed by quantity and quality of work. A positive and significant relationship between training and employee performance was found by Mahmood (2012) in her PhD research in the context of Pakistan. Jabeen (2011) and Grana and Bababe (2011) also claim that training is the only way through which employee performance is improved.

Therefore, we argue that improvement in knowledge, skills, expertise and capabilities necessarily responds to environmental volatility. We hypothesise that:

H2: There is a relationship between training and organisational performance.

2.5 Employee Performance and Organisational Performance

The impact of human capital on organisational performance has been recognised by several researchers (e.g., Seidu, 2011; Hatch and Dyer, 2004; Pennings et al., 1998; and Barney, 1991) in the human resource management and strategy literature. Skilful workers are critical to the success of any organisation, as they constitute its main source of innovation (Manu, 2004). Muzaffar et al. (2012) concur that training and development programs create a sense of self-confidence, self-worth, wellbeing and dignity among employees, whereby they view themselves as valuable assets to the organisation, and that this feeling affects organisational performance positively.

The success and failure of an organisation are heavily dependent on the skills, knowledge, and expertise of its employees (Hameed & Ahmed, 2011). According to Ali and Aroosiya (2010), employee performance is the key factor influencing an organisation’s success. According to Wright et al. (1994) and Hatch and Dyer (2004), human capital is the main source of an organisation’s competitive advantage, as it possesses the criteria of valuability, rarity, inimitability, and non-substitutability. We thus hypothesise that:

H3: There is a relationship between employee performance and organisational performance.

2.6 Employee Performance as Mediator

The mediating effect of employee performance on the relationship between proactive approach towards training and organisational performance is examined by Niazi (2011: 7), who found that it does mediate the relationship between training and organisational performance. Shaheen et al. (2013) also hypothesise the mediating effect of employee performance on the relationship between training and organisational performance. Analysing 197 valid responses from school teachers in Pakistan, they found a positive association between direct and indirect effects. They conclude that employee performance does explain the relationship between training and organisational performance. Tharenou et al.
(2007) also proposed the mediating role of employee performance on the relationship between training and organisational performance. Training and development are an important means of improving employee productivity, which ultimately influences the success and effectiveness of the organisation (Singh & Madhumita, 2012). Okanya (2008) states that training and development programs directly affect employee performance, and indirectly affect organisational performance by means of the mediating effect.

HR practices play an important role in developing human capital, which provides a competitive advantage to a business organisation (Barney & Wright, 1998). In support of this theoretical argument, MacDuffie and Kochan (1991) found that firms with a high level of strategic investment in training and development showed higher productivity compared to firms with lower levels of such strategic investment. We may conclude that human capital is more proximal to competitive advantage, and therefore mediates the relationship between HR practices and organisational performance.

H4: Employee performance mediates the relationship between training and organisational performance.

2.7 Organisational Learning

Argyris and Schon (1996) define organisational learning as “the process by which errors are detected and corrected”. According to Shrivastava (1983), organisational learning is “the process developing and shaping organisation knowledge-based”. Fiol and Lyles (1995) assert that a process by which organisational action is improved through better knowledge and understanding is known as organisational learning. Huber (1991) defines organisational learning as the process by which a potential range of behaviour is changed through information processing. It is an organisation's enhanced ability to acquire, disseminate, and to use knowledge to adapt to a changing external environment (Hoe and McShane, 2010). These definitions make it clear that organisational learning (OL) is a multidimensional construct. According to Tsang (1997), two aspects of organisational learning tend to be repeated in literature. Sampe (2012) summarises that OL has two main dimensions: cognitive, and behavioural.

The cognitive dimension relates to how an organisation acquires new knowledge. This dimension of OL is also mentioned by Barba-Aragon et al. (2014), Flores et al. (2012), Jyothishbabu et al. (2010), Jimenez and Sanz (2006), and Huber (1991). The behavioural dimension of organisational learning relates to how the organisation adjusts to change, referring to its capability to facilitate the process of learning (Tohidi et al., 2012; Hoe and McShane, 2010).

The present study subscribes to the definition that organisational learning is an organisation's enhanced ability to acquire, disseminate, and use knowledge in order to adapt to changing external and internal environments, with special focus on individual-level learning. This definition views organisational learning as a continuous effort to create, acquire, and integrate knowledge into daily organisational activities in order to maintain organisational competitiveness and performance (Sampe, 2012).

Popadiuk and Choo (2006) and Kim (1993) explain that “individual level-learning is considered to be a prerequisite for organisational learning”. Barba-Aragon et al. (2014) define individual-level learning as “a learning process in which individuals generate new insights and knowledge from existing tacit or explicit knowledge”.

2.8 Training and Organisational Learning

Planned training programs contribute to learning at the individual, group, and organisational levels (Barba-Aragon, 2014). Since organisational learning is an outcome variable, researchers (e.g., Barba-Aragon et al., 2014; Jerez Gomez et al., 2004; Bartel, 1994; McGill and Slocum, 1993) agree that it is the outcome of HR practices, training and development being the most critical of those practices. A number of studies suggest that OL is the outcome of training programs (e.g., Barba-Aragon, 2014; Cabrera and Cabrera, 2005; Jerez Gomez et al., 2005; Jerez Gomez et al., 2004).

However, Barba-Aragon et al. (2014) found only one research paper (Jerez Gomez et al., 2004) addressing the relationship between training and organisational capability. They conclude that there is a dearth of research on the relationship between training and organisational learning. They maintain organisational learning as a mediator in examining the relationship between training and firm performance.

Given the state of research as outlined above, we theorise that training affects organisational learning; this learning improves employee performance, which in turn affects organisation performance. We introduce the variable of employee performance in the relationship hypothesised by Barba-Aragon et al. (2014): training—organisational learning. The relationship between training and organisational performance is not only explained by organisational learning, but also by employee performance (see sub-section…). We thus hypothesise that:

H5: There is a relationship between training and organisational learning.
2.9 Organisational Learning and Firm Performance

Organisational learning has been found to be the basis of sustainable competitive advantage (Brockmand and Morgan, 2003; Garvin 1993), a key enhancer of firm performance (Barba-Aragon et al., 2014; Nevis et al., 1995; Dodgson, 1993). Several recent quantitative studies (e.g., Barba-Aragon et al., 2014; Caps and Lna-Aroca, 2012; Rhodes et al., 2008) have found direct as well as indirect positive association between organisational learning and firm performance. We thus develop the following hypotheses:

H6: There is a relationship between organisational learning and organisational performance.

H7: Organisational learning mediates the relationship between training and development and organisational performance.

2.10 Organisational Learning and Employee Performance

Following up on Alfandi’s (2016) suggestion that “employee performance is not only explained by training and development” (p. 383), we introduce individual-level learning as a mediator in the relationship between training and employee performance. We propose that training improves organisational learning and that organisational learning improves employee performance.

H8: There is a relationship between organisational learning and employee performance.

H9: Organisational learning mediates the relationship between training and development and employee performance.

2.11 Organisational Commitment

Scholars variously conceptualise organisational commitment (e.g., Dhar, 2015; Sani, 2013; Ariani, 2012; Mahmood, 2012; Ahmad and Bakar, 2003; Bartlett, 2001; Brief, 1998; Steers, 1997; Allen and Meyer, 1996; Liou and Nyhan, 1994; Jaros et al., 1993). From the point of view of Allen and Meyer (1996), organisational commitment is “a psychological association between employee and organisation; this association persuades the employee to not leave the organisation”. Mowday et al. (1982) explain employee commitment as “the relative strength of an individual’s identification with and involvement in a particular organisation or the behaviour that connects employees to the organisation”. Organisational commitment is how loyal the employee feels to the organisation (Mueller et al., 1992; Price, 1997). Tanriverdi (2008) asserts that organisational commitment is the degree to which employees socialise in an organisation for the purpose of fulfilling their job responsibilities.

In the present study, organisational commitment is seen through one of its components affective commitment (recently used by Dhar, 2015; developed by Meyer et al., 1993). Affective commitment is an organisation’s ability to predict commitment; this has gained considerable attention from researchers (Meyer et al., 2006).

2.12 Interactive Role of Organisational Commitment

The acquisition, distribution, and interpretation of knowledge and organisational memory require creative, capable, and highly committed employees (Wang et al., 2011) capable of continuous learning and growth (McNulty et al., 2008). Since employees’ individual-level learning is the basis of organisational learning (Crossan, Lane and White, 1995), their passion for learning is crucial to organisational learning. Úbeda-Garcia et al. (2013) suggest that “the association between training and employee performance is not only the result of skills but also the value that they hold inside an organisation” (p. 2855).

Therefore, the higher employees’ commitment to learning, the greater is their learning capability. Employees excel in their work when the organisation creates a favourable working environment. The resulting work environment affects their cognitive growth (their psychological association with the organisation), which in turn affects organisational learning.

H10: The relationship between training and organisational learning is at least moderated through organisational commitment (affective commitment).

H11: The relationship between training and employee performance is at least moderated through organisational commitment (affective commitment).
3. Discussion of Findings

Training programs are strategically important to the improvement of employees’ performance within an organisation. According to Fpofu and Hlatywayo (2015) and Smith and Hayton (1999), training is one of the key sources in improving employee performance. We, therefore, theorise that employee training programs are likely to result in enhanced organisational performance. Also, according to Ng (2005), “employee training plays a significant role in employee performance”. Improvements in existing knowledge, skills, expertise and capabilities positively affect employee performance, which subsequently affects organisational performance.

Barba-Arogan et al. (2014) reveal that training affects learning at the individual, group, and organisational levels, which in turn affects organisational performance. Training affects organising learning; this learning improves employees’ performance which affects the organisation’s performance. We introduce the variable of employee performance in the relationship hypothesised by Barba-Aragon et al. (2014): training → organisational learning. The relationship between training and organisational performance is not only explained by organisational learning, but also by employee performance.

Úbeda-García et al. (2013) also suggest that “the association between training and employee performance is not only the result of skills, but also of the value that employees hold within the organisation”. We, therefore, maintain employee commitment as a moderator in the relationship between training and organisational learning, and between training and employee performance. Since there is a high level of correlation between learning and employee performance, we theorise if the psychological association (the value they hold) persuades employees not to leave the organisation, their learning capability and performance depends on training.

4. Conclusions

In volatile environments, it is critical for an organisation to maintain sustainable competitive advantage. It has, therefore, become increasingly important to develop new tools able to sharpen existing skills, knowledge, and abilities among employees (Delgado Ferraz & Gallardo-Vaqueq, 2016). Organisations need to identify ways in which they may be able to sustain competitive advantage. Based on a survey of existing research literature, the present study highlights the importance of different paths (direct and indirect) emanating from training to organisational performance. This is because human capital is the main source of sustainable competitive advantage for an organisation, as they possess the criteria of valubility, rarity, inimitability, and non-substitutability (Barney, 1991).

Our conceptual model offers diverse paths from training outcomes. This understanding is likely to help HR officials manage the crucial direct and indirect paths. For instance, we hypothesise that if the psychological association (the value they hold) persuades employees not to leave the organisation (employee commitment), organisational learning depends on training. This means that in order to improve the learning capability of employees, HR managers must ensure their level of commitment. The study is also likely to enhance academics’ understanding of training institutions. From theoretical point of view, this study contributes to organisational learning theory, since there research on how training affects organisational learning and how organisational learning affects employee and organisational performance is scarce. The study also contributes to the resource-based, knowledge-based and cognitive-based views. This is in contrast with prior studies which tend to focus on one or two aspects of training outcomes. The present study focuses on diversity of outcomes by utilising all three theories.
4.1 Limitations of Study and Directions for Future Research

The present study relies on reviewing existing research literature to derive insights. A quantitative study is likely to offer much clearer insight on the crucial path(s) emanating from training to organisational performance. The present study does not consider the cultural aspect of an organisation in hypothesising existing relationships. We recommend that culture be acknowledged and considered in future research on organisational performance.
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